Exposed pipe seals

**WA-GPSP seals for visible pipes with polished 316 stainless surface**

- Material: Polished 316 stainless steel pressure plates & bolts

Sealing elastomer

- EPDM (-30 °C - + 100 °C)
- NBR (-20 °C - + 90 °C)
- SILICONE (-55 °C - + 230 °C)

WA-GPSP exposed pipe penetrations seals with elastomer ring and two compression rings seal exposed pipe in a polished condition for visible effect.

Materials are polished stainless steel and a seal ring. WA-GPSP seals are usually mounted in pairs, visible pipe that penetrate floor and ceiling.

The seal units can seal small or large pipes and prevent the passage or water or gases from one floor to the next.

A fire proof material may be placed between the floor and ceiling seals.

The polished appearance of the seals makes for a better visible appearance for the exposed pipes and are completely water, gas and smoke tight.